Interim Minutes (approved)
Microprocessor Standards Committee
Friday, 27 March 2020
(Dates correspond to CDT, the MSC chair’s local time.)

A) David Olsen submitted the 1722b PAR to the MSC chair for consideration on March 3.

B) The MSC chair sent the PAR out on the MSC mailing list on March 4, initiating a one-week discussion period and a two-week voting period, ending on March 25.

C) As of March 25, the following votes in favor of advancing the PAR were received:
   • David Hough
   • David Olsen
   • Leonard Tsai
   • Nathalie Revol
   • Kiran Gunnam
   • Ralph Baker Kearfott (MSC chair – pending receipt of remaining votes)
   • There were no comments other than “it is in order”.

D) The MSC chair sent the above information out for verification, requesting any objections be submitted to the mailing list.

E) The MSC chair submitted the PAR on April 1.